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Caribbean American Blogger, Eva Greene-Wilson Kicks off Caribbean Parenting Month, April 2013
Washington, DC, April 1, 2013 - The Caribbean American Parenting blogger, Eva Greene-Wilson of
SocaMom.com has designated the month of April, Caribbean Parenting Month.

For this, the inaugural celebration, Eva Greene-Wilson is highlighting Caribbean American families through
profiles, articles, interviews, discussions, and family friendly events. “The achievements, innovation, and
creativity that Caribbean people have contributed to their adopted countries all over the world that stems
from a distinct style of parenting, Caribbean parenting, should be celebrated.” says Eva Greene-Wilson, the
blogger behind SocaMom.com. “In the years since I established the SocaMom community of Caribbean
parents, it has shown to be a resource for parents raising their children outside of the Caribbean who want
to keep them connected to Caribbean culture.”

SocaMom.com has a diverse following of parents and Caribbean culture enthusiasts from all over the world.
“Many people who are not of Caribbean descent did not know about the unique aspects of Caribbean
parenting, until they became readers of SocaMom.com. They are intrigued by the differences, and
entertained by the often humorous similarities to their own households,” said Eva Greene-Wilson upon
learning that SocaMom.com was a finalist for Best Parenting Blog and Best New Blog in the Black Weblog
Awards. “According to our statistics, I have readers from the Midwest to the Middle East...”
The new series, “Profiles in Caribbean Parenting” begins on April 2, 2013 with an interview with Chris De
La Rosa of CaribbeanPot.com. “Each day, new resources will be added to SocaMom.com for our readers in
honor of Caribbean Parenting Month,” says Eva Greene-Wilson. “We will be presenting new and interactive
ways for our readers and members of the SocaMom community to get involved.”
Eva Greene Wilson’s blog posts have been featured on BlogHer.com, and republished in b3 Caribbean
Magazine and Outlish Magazine. She has interviewed Jamaican American culture and style expert, former
Editor in Chief of Essence Magazine Constance White, Fashion trailblazer Anya Ayoung-Chee, Jamaican TV
personality and beauty queen, Kamila McDonald Alcock, Trinidadian stage and screen actress Hazelle
Goodman, and other leaders in the Caribbean community about connecting children to Caribbean culture
and balancing motherhood, higher education, and career.
Eva Greene-Wilson was most recently honored with two Black Weblog Awards - Best New Blog and Best
Parenting Blog. She also sponsors offline groups for Caribbean parents in Washington, DC and Brooklyn,
NY.
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